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nine :and--a half per cent of the'-wome-n , would
do. This false assumption that to give woman
the ballot would be $o shut . uphop ; "nail the
shutters and open tlb family headquarters at
the.' corner ' grocery is rot, ? pure andsimpio.
Th6 woman's natural' influence is in .the home
and she needs'the'ballot to protect that home.
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into the world and empty handed we leave it
so if Mr. Rockefeller is to leave herevon the

earth the mountain of gold he piled so high,'
wouldn't it be business to let him turn it over'
to directors, to the general government, and.
let it be used for the betterment of the people
rather than have, it handed down tohis few
heirs who would have in their control and. pos-
session more money than the average mind
can comprehend?

-''- -We do not know how these men with great
riches . feel but it would , seem from'-- , their,
benefactions that they want, honestly Avant,.
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AVoman suffrage reipains a subject for those
favoring' it to talk about.; It remains an es- -
pecially live subject in North Carolina , be-

cause so many of the' well known citizens of
the state have come but jopenly in its defence,
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colleges have been endowed iwith millioijs and
doubtless these colleges do' wonderful good,
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adopts it. That .she wilPfinally accept it ther;
is no loubt, because it must.b.ecome national.
Many of our best rfleahdworneny oppose it,,
and , they have their reasons, . Many favor, it
and; they, too, are welt equipped with argu-
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disturbs business.always starts a great hub-
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" ' "'.'"" The, question that r would puzzle us and will
perhaps , puzilye all who try to solve it is:'
What can .Mr. Rockefeller do with his un'--
counted wealth if he. is denied the privilege of.
carrying out his foundation plan? The for-

tune, to ;be "worth anything, must be held
whole, to give it out in charities here and there
would soon dissipate it and no one would in
fact be the beneficiary: Just to hand a man a
hundred dollars does no good. What you.

Imust do to help him is'to help him help him-

self. :'' .
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Vice President Marshall has been invited to
the opening of lon College but expresses.his
regrets that it will be impossible for liim to ac-

cept invitation.- - .
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